VICTOR SAUNDERS

Flight from the Hornli
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n Sunday 17 August 2003 a report in The Observer by my friend and
fellow AC member David Rose announced:

, ... This year, for the first time since its conquest in 1786, the
heatwave has made western Europe's highest peak too dangerous
to climb. Mont Blanc is closed.'
Of course, it was not; David was just exercising a piece of journalistic
hyperbole. They say it improves the circulation. What had actually happened
was that the easiest, the 'normal' route via the Gouter had become so
dangerous that for a short period local climbers chose to avoid that route.
There had been particularly bad stonefall in the Grand Couloir and there
had been fatalities there (not all due to the stonefall). The Gouter hut was
temporarily closed. PGHM gendarmes were posted at the Tete Rousse hut
to inform the few ignorant souls still attempting to force their way up the
mountain. The gendarmes did not actively turn anyone back, but they did
take the names of the climbers and contact numbers for their next of kin.
Meanwhile climbers were still reaching the summit via Mont Blanc du
Tacul which had a distinctly sporting serac barrier to surmount.
The heat wave also had other interesting effects. In June the Walker Spur
was climbable in rock boots, though a month later there were reports of a
major rock slide near the Grey Tower. An aerial photograph! of 7 August
shows a very large scar above and left of Cassin's second bivouac, with
scree sprayed over large parts of the difficult Black Slabs. As much as 400m
of the route was covered in debris and it may be a while before the route is
considered safe again.
There was also a series of major rockfalls on the west face of the Petit
Dru. Though not as large as the one in 1997, the 2003 falls have continued
to re-sculpt the zone left of (and including the lower part of) the Bonatti
Pillar and appear to have badly affected quite a few harder routes such as
Absolu, the Gross and the Destivelle routes.
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I came face to face with the warmest Alpine summer since Hannibal in
mid-July on the Matterhorn, and this is my story:
Like Edward Whymper, Craig Higgins and I left Zermatt on Bastille Day,
and began our climb of the Hornli Ridge early the next morning at 4am.
138 years earlier, Whymper's party was alone; we were accompanied by
around 30 other roped parties.
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The ridge begins with three towers, after which a series of long traverses
on its left side lead to some steep slabs, the famous Moseley Slabs. At 6am
we had reached the Solvay bivouac hut when, to our consternation, an
enormous rock avalanche crashed down the east face of the mountain.
Fortunately, our ridge divides the east and north faces, so we felt relatively
safe until the sheer quantity of rocks falling and ricocheting forced us to
cower in a corner behind the hut. Craig asked if this was normal. I said,
'Well no, actually I've never seen so much rock falling at one time.'
Above the Solvay, the ridge steepens towards the Shoulder, a 60m vertical
cliff above which we donned crampons for the final icy summit slope. Here
the first parties returning from the top passed us. We reached the summit
at 8.30am and after a brief acknowledgement to the statue of St Bernard,
which stands just below the top, began to climb down carefully. We were
taking great care not to dislodge rocks or ice onto the climbers below us.
By 9am we were taking off our crampons for the descent of the Shoulder
when Craig said, 'Listen to that!' A long crashing rumble from the north
face told of another major rockfall. This one crossed the line of the classic
North Face climb (no one was foolish enough to be on the face that day)
and played out onto the glacier far, far below in the shape of a huge fan.
Craig climbed down the ridge unconcerned; we had not begun to realise
what kind of a day we were having.
At 10.30 we were back at the Solvay when a distant thunder and billowing
dust cloud betrayed yet another rockfall, this time on the ridge itself, an
hour below us, at the Third Tower. Zermatt-based guide Gianni Mazzone
was about to climb down the tower, just 200m above the Hornli hut when
the rocks crumbled and fell away. He radioed the rescue services and told
them that not only his party, but also all the other parties on the mountain
would be unable to cross the tower safely.
By llam the helicopters of Air Zermatt had been scrambled, piloted by
Fabian Zuber and Gerald Biner. They were to spend the next four hours
picking up climbers from above the tower and depositing them at the Hornli
hut. As we climbed slowly down the smoking plume of rock-dust, it became
apparent from the returning helicopters that a major rescue was taking
place. Yet at that stage we still did not realise we were to be part of it.
Reaching the Third Tower at 12.15, we were confronted with a strange
scene. A group of four climbers were being clipped in to the end of a 30m
wire cable, at the top of which was a Llama (the helicopter with a spaceframe tail). On nearby ledges groups of climbers were waiting for their
airlift; and we joined the queue. Half an hour later it was our turn. We
clipped into the wire under the thunder of the rotating blades, shielding
our faces from their stinging sand-filled wind, then came that anxious
moment of lift-off as the machine slid towards the nearest cliff.
The Llama dangled us out past the north face, a spectacular open-air
flight, a bit like paragliding except that above us there was not a canopy,
but the underside of a chopper. The other three on my wire were still drooling
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over the wonders of the flight, but me, well, I was thinking of all the things
that can go wrong with a helicopter. The pilot could not see us and
communication was all done by radio. He had to land us on the platform
30m below him without swinging us into the side of the hut. So I owe a
debt of undying gratitude to Fabian for flying us with the care due a cargo
of fragile china dolls.
By 3pm the helicopters stopped flying as clouds reduced visibility, but it
seems there were no more climbers to be lifted off the ridge anyway. Early
the next day Air Zermatt made another sortie and saw no one. It is probable
that the remaining guides on the mountain had been alerted by radio and
gone down the Italian Ridge. According to Air Zermatt, 70 climbers were
rescued on 15 July.
Swiss newspapers had several versions of the story. Some put the cost at
30,000 Swiss Francs, and others blamed the unseasonably warm spring for
the drama. The geologists said the recent warm spell had melted the frozen
foundations of the Third Tower. Ipdeed, we had seen a big wet streak
dribbling pebbles and rocks just left of the tower on our way up.
A week later local guides had fIxed rope around the dubious tower. To
the Zermatt guides the H6rnli Ridge is bread and butter. I wish them luck
for the coming seasons - their only opponent is global warming.
Of course it was not only on the Matterhorn, the Dru and Walker, but
throughout the Alps that there were major rockfalls. What they had in
common were aspect and altitude, north facing and at around 3000 to
3300m, at the lower limit of the normal permafrost. However, if all this
sounds like a disaster, let me close by drawing your attention to the world
beyond mountaineering. In September a survey was published which puts
our alpine rockfalls in a quite different perspective:
'France ... reported a staggering heat wave death toll of 14,802.
Scientists at INSERM, the National Institute of Health and Medical
Research, reached the fIgure by counting the number of deaths over
and above what would be expected for the month of August.' 3
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